
Responsibilities;

- Formulate a vision for how technology will be utilized within Octopus BI


- Outline company goals and timelines for research and development


- Develop technical aspects of the company’s strategy for alignment with its 


  business goals


- Ensure that the technological resources satisfy the company’s short and  


  long-term needs


- Verify all technological practices adhere to regulatory standards and compliance


- Identify and implement innovative technologies that yield a competitive 


  advantage


- Manage large teams, big data, and the product life-cycle


- Help departments use technology profitably and act as a mentor to team 


  members


- Supervise system infrastructure to ensure functionality and efficiency


- Build quality assurance and data protection processes


- Monitor KPIs and IT budgets to assess technological performance


- Capitalize on stakeholders’ feedback to advise on necessary improvements and 


  adjustments


- Communicate tech-strategy to partners and investors


- Make executive decisions on behalf of the company’s technological  


  requirements


OctopusBI is an Australian based Education Data Analytics company, 
consisting of a passionate group of talented professionals who are working in 
our local office situated in Colombo, Sri Lanka. Currently, we are looking for a 
“Chief Technology Officer” to join our team in Sri Lanka.



Octopus BI is on a mission to transform the education industry using data 
analytics. We are looking for a technology leader to work closely with the 
leadership team to develop a technology strategy and build our product 
ecosystem.  



If you are up for the challenge, please send us your CV.


We are looking for a

Chief Technology Officer

Requirements;

Please forward your CV to info@ayra.com.au or info@octopusbi.com 


and mention the post applied for in the subject line

An attractive salary package awaits the right candidate

www.octopusbi.com


info@ayra.com.au 


info@octopusbi.com


T.P : 011 2 809 808

No. 135, Level 02, 


Dutugemunu Street,  


Dehiwala

- 5 years+ in a technology leadership role


- Agile mindset


- Experience working with SaaS platforms, ideally for a cloud-based product 


  company


- Previous startup experience building out tech stack from scratch (Keywords: AWS, 


  SaaS, Scale, DevOps, QA, Security, Performance, Kubernetes, Serverless, Big data)


- The energy to work in a small, nimble and fast-paced environment


- Hands-on with solution implementation (Not to write code but the ability to review, 


  know what exceptional looks like and roll sleeves up to help solve complex  


  problems)


- Experience in complex third-party integrations


- A systems mindset with the vision to implement automation wherever possible



